Abstract. We investigate weak * -extreme points of the injective tensor product spaces of the form A ⊗ ! E, where A is a closed subspace of C (X) and E is a Banach space. We show that if x ∈ X is a weak peak point of A then f (x) is a weak * -extreme point for any weak * -extreme point f in the unit ball of A ⊗ ! E ⊂ C (X, E). Consequently, when A is a function algebra, f (x) is a weak * -extreme point for all x in the Choquet boundary of A; the conclusion does not hold on the Silov boundary.
Introduction
For a Banach space E we denote by E 1 the closed unit ball in E and by ∂ e E 1 the set of extreme points of E 1 . In 1961 Phelps [16] observed that for the space C(X) of all continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space X every point f in ∂ e (C (X)) 1 remains extreme when C (X) is canonically embedded into its second dual C (X) * * . The question whether the same is true for any Banach space was answered in the negative by Y. Katznelson who showed that the disc algebra fails that property. A point x ∈ ∂ e E 1 is called weak * -extreme if it remains extreme in ∂ e E * * 1 ; we denote by ∂ * e E 1 the set of all such points in E 1 . The importance of this class for geometry of Banach spaces was enunciated by Rosenthal when he proved that E has the Radon-Nikodym property if and only if under any renorming the unit ball of E has a weak * -extreme point [19] .
While not all extreme points are weak * -extreme the later category is among the largest considered in the literature. For example we have: strongly exposed Ã denting Ã strongly extreme Ã weak * -extreme.
We recall that x ∈ E 1 is not a strongly extreme point if there is a sequence x n in E such that kx ± x n k → 1 while kx n k 9 0 (see [3] for all the deÞnitions). We denote by ∂ s e E 1 the set of strongly extreme points of E 1 . It was proved in [14] that e ∈ ∂ s e E 1 if and only if e ∈ ∂ s e E * * 1 (see [9] , [13] , or [17] for related results). Examples of weak * -extreme points that are no longer weak * -extreme in the unit ball of the bidual were given only recently in [6] .
In this paper we study the weak * -extreme points of the unit ball of the injective tensor product space A⊗ $ E, where A is a closed subspace of C(X). Since C(X)⊗ $ E can be identiÞed with the space C(X, E) of E-valued continuous functions on X, equipped with the supremum norm, elements of A ⊗ $ E can be seen as functions on X. We are interested in the relations between f ∈ ∂ * e (A ⊗ $ E) and f (x) ∈ ∂ * e E 1 , for all (some?) x ∈ X. Since any Banach space can be embedded as a subspace A of a C (X) space no complete characterization should be expected in such very general setting. For example if A is a Þnite dimensional Hilbert space naturally embedded in C (X), with X = A * 1 , and dim E = 1, then any norm one element f of A ⊗ $ E is obviously weak * -extreme however the set of points x where f (x) is extreme is very small consisting of scalar multiples of a single vector in A * 1 . Hence in this note we will be primarily interested in the case when A is a sufficiently regular subspace of C (X) and/or x is a sufficiently regular point of X.
It was proved in [5] that
. It follows from the arguments given during the proof of Proposition 2 in [6] that for a function f ∈ (A ⊗ $ E) 1 we have
where we denote by δ x the functional on A of evaluation at the point x. In this paper we obtain a partial converse of the above result (Theorem 1). Our proof also shows that if f ∈ ∂ s e (A ⊗ $ E) 1 then f (x) ∈ ∂ s e E 1 for any weak peak point x (see Def. 1), extending one of the implications of (1.1). It follows that when A is a function algebra then any weak * -extreme point of A 1 is of absolute value one on the Choquet boundary ChA (and hence on its closure, the Shilov boundary) and consequently is a strongly extreme point [17] . Since we have concrete descriptions of the set of extreme points of several standard function algebras (see e.g. [12] , page 139 for the Disc algebra) one can give easy examples of extreme points that are not weak * -extreme. Recently several authors have studied the extremal structure of the unit ball of function algebras ( [1] , [15] , [18] ). It follows from their results that the unit ball has no strongly exposed or denting points. Our description that strongly extreme and weak * -extreme points coincide for function algebras and are precisely the functions that are of absolute value one on the Shilov boundary completes that circle of ideas. We also give an example to show that the weak * -extreme points of (A ⊗ $ E) 1 in general need not map the Shilov boundary into ∂ e E 1 . Considering the more general case of the space of compact operators K (E, F ) (we recall that under assumptions of approximation property on E or F * , K (E, F ) can be identiÞed with E * ⊗ $ F ) we exhibit weak * -extreme points T ∈ K (/ p ) 1 for 1 < p 6 = 2 < ∞ for which T * does not map unit vectors to unit vectors. Our notation and terminology is standard and can be found in [3] , [4] , or [11] . We always consider a Banach space as canonically embedded in its bidual. By E (n)
we denote the n-th dual of E. By a function algebra we mean a closed subalgebra of a C (X) space separating the points of X and containing the constant functions; we denote the Choquet boundary of A by ChA.
The result
As noticed earlier, for A ⊂ C (X) and a point f ∈ ∂ * e (A ⊗ $ E) 1 we may not have f (x) ∈ ∂ * e E 1 for all x ∈ X even in a Þnite dimensional case. Hence we need to deÞne a sufficiently regular subset of X in relation to A. Definition 1. A point x 0 ∈ X is called a weak peak point of A ⊂ C (X) if for each neighborhood U of x 0 and ε > 0 there is a ∈ A with 1 = a (x 0 ) = kak and |a (x 0 )| < ε for x ∈ X\U; we denote by ∂ p A the set of all such points in X.
There are a number of alternative ways to describe the set ∂ p A. If x 0 ∈ X is a weak peak point of A ⊂ C (X), µ is a regular Borel measure on X annihilating A, and a γ is a net in A convergent almost uniformly to 0 on X\ {x 0 } and such that a γ (
is a well deÞned functional on A * . On the other hand if χ {x0} ∈ A * * then µ ({x 0 }) = 0, for any annihilating measure µ, and x 0 is a weak peak point. To justify the last claim notice that A 1 is weak * -dense in A * * 1 so χ {x 0 } is in the weak * -closure of the set K = {f ∈ A 1 : f (x 0 ) = 1}. Let U be an open neighborhood of x 0 and A X\U be the space of all restrictions of the functions from A to X\U . We deÞne the norm on A X\U as sup on X\U . Let K X\U be the set of restrictions of the functions from K and cl
by a measure η on X\U and separating K X\U from 0:
The measure η extends G to a functional on A so K is functionally separated from 0 in A contrary to our previous observation. Hence 0 ∈ clK X\U so there is a function in K that is smaller then ε outside U which means that x 0 is a weak peak point. The concept of weak peak points is well known in the context of function algebras where ∂ p A coincides with the Choquet boundary ( [8] , p. 58). For more general spaces of the form A 0 df = {f 0 a ∈ C (X) : a ∈ A} , where A ⊂ C (X) is a function algebra and f 0 a nonvanishing continuous function on X we have ChA ⊆ ∂ p A 0 . Spaces of these type appear naturally in the study of singly generated modules and Morita equivalence bimodules in the operator theory [2] . Theorem 1. Let E be a Banach space, X a compact Hausdorff space, and A a closed subspace of C (X). If f ∈ A ⊗ $ E is a weak * (strongly) extreme point of the unit ball then f (x) is a weak * (strongly) extreme point of the unit ball of E for any x ∈ ∂ p A.
In particular if f ∈ (C (X, E)) 1 is a weak * (strongly) extreme point then f (x) is a weak * (strongly) extreme point of E 1 for all x ∈ X.
We Þrst need to show that for a weak peak point x 0 ∈ X there exists a function in A not only peaking at x 0 but that is also almost real and almost positive. Lemma 1. Assume X is a compact Hausdorff space, A is a closed subspace of C (X), and x 0 is a weak peak point of A. Then for each neighborhood U of x 0 and ε > 0 there is g ∈ A such that kgk = 1 = g (x 0 ) , |g (x)| < ε, for all x ∈ X\U, and (2.1)°°R e + g − g°°< ε,
where Re + z = max{0, Re z}.
Proof. Put U 1 = U and let g 1 ∈ A be such that
Put U 2 = {x ∈ U 1 : |g 1 (x) − 1| < ε} and let g 2 ∈ A be such that
Put U 3 = {x ∈ U 2 : |g 2 (x) − 1| < ε}. Proceeding this way we choose a sequence {g n } n≥1 in A. Fix a natural number k such that k > 1 ε and put
We clearly have kgk = 1 = g (x 0 ) and |g (x)| < ε for x / ∈ U . Let x ∈ U, then either x belongs to all of the sets U j , j ≤ k, in which case |g (x) − 1| < ε, or there is a natural number p < k such that x ∈ U p \U p+1 . In the later case we havē
We are now ready to Þnish the proof of the Theorem.
Proof. Suppose f (x 0 ) is not a weak * -extreme point. Then by [9] there is a sequence e n in E 1 and e * ∈ E * 1 such that kf (x 0 ) ± e n k ≤ 1 + 1 n and e * (e n ) 9 0. By the Lemma there is a sequence g n in A such that
Therefore kf ± g n e n k → 1 but (δ (x 0 ) ⊗ e * )(g n e n ) = g n (x 0 ) e * (e n ) 9 0. This contradiction shows that f (x 0 ) is a weak * -extreme point. The same line of arguments shows that f (x) is strongly extreme for any strongly extreme f ∈ (A ⊗ $ E) 1 . ¤ Since for a function algebra A the Choquet boundary ChA coincides with ∂ p A ( [8] , p. 58) and the Shilov boundary ∂A is equal to the closure of ChA we have: Corollary 1. Let A be a function algebra, E a Banach space and f ∈ (A ⊗ $ E) 1 a weak * -extreme point. Then f (x) ∈ ∂ * e E 1 , for x ∈ ChA, and kf (x)k = 1, for x ∈ ∂A. Remark 1. Theorem 1 is not valid for the spaces W C(X, E) of E-valued continuous functions with E quipped with the weak topology. Even a strongly extreme point of W C(X, E) 1 need not assume extremal values at all points of X [13] .
We next give an example of a function algebra A and a 3-dimensional space E showing that a weak * -extreme point f ∈ (A ⊗ $ E) 1 need not take extremal values on the entire Shilov boundary. Since E is Þnite dimensional this function f maps the Choquet boundary into the set of strongly extreme points but f is not a strongly extreme point.
and B = convQ. Let k·k be the norm on C 3 such that B is its unit ball. Note that (z, w, 0) is an extreme point of B iff |w| 6 = 1 and |z|
where A (D) is the disc algebra. We have ChA = {0} × {1} × ∂D ∪ {(sin t, cos t, 0) : 0 < t < π} .
The function f 0 is in A ⊗ $ E and takes extremal values on the Choquet boundary of A so it is a weak * -extreme points of (A ⊗ $ E) 1 . However f 0 (0, ±1, 0) = (0, ±1, 0) are not extreme points of E * 1 while (0, ±1, 0) are in the Shilov boundary of A. Since E is Þnite dimensional clearly the function f 0 maps the Choquet boundary of A into the set of strongly extreme points of E 1 . We next show that f is not a strongly extreme point.
Let g n ∈ A be such that
g n (sin t, cos t, 0) = 0, for 2 n < t ≤ 1, and
Hence kf ± f n k → 1 but kf n k 9 0 so f is not a strongly extreme point.
In the next Proposition we consider a more general setting of compact operators. For a Banach space E we denote by L(E) the space of all linear bounded maps on E, by K(E) the set of all compact linear maps, and by S(E) the set of unit vectors in E. Since K (E, C (X)) can be identiÞed with C (X, E * ) our result on weak * -extreme points taking weak * -extremal values can be interpreted as follows
. Thus more generally one can ask whether T * (∂ * e F * 1 ) ⊂ ∂ * e E * 1 for any T ∈ ∂ * e K(E, F ) 1 . We give a class of counter examples with the help of the following proposition.
We recall that a closed subspace M of a Banach space E is an M -ideal if there is a projection P ∈ L (E * ) such that ker P = M ⊥ and kP (e * )k+ke * − P (e * )k = ke * k, for all e * ∈ E * (see [11] for an excellent introduction to M -ideals).
Proof. Since K(E) is an M -ideal it follows from Corollary VI.4.5 in [11] that E * has the Radon-Nikodym property and hence the IP (see [10] ). Also since K(E) is a proper M -ideal it fails the IP. It therefore follows from Theorem 4.1 in [10] that there exists a net {x * α } ⊂ ∂ e E * 1 such that x * α → x * 0 in the weak * -topology with
Since T * is a compact operator by going through a subnet if necessary we may assume that T * (x * α ) → T * (x * 0 ) in the norm. Thus 1 = kT * (x * 0 )k < 1 and the contradiction gives the desired conclusion. ¤ Example 2. Banach spaces E for which K(E) is an M ideal in L(E) have been well extensively studied. Chapter VI of [11] provides several examples including E = / p , 1 < p < ∞, as well as properties of these spaces. It was observed in [6] that for p 6 = 2 there are weak * -extreme points in the space K(/ p ) 1 . It follows from the last proposition that the adjoint of these weak * -extreme points do not even map extreme points to unit vectors.
A strongly extreme point remains extreme in all the dual spaces of arbitrary even order. A weak * -extreme point remains extreme in the second dual but may not be extreme in the fourth dual. Hence the property of remaining extreme in all the duals of even order is placed between the strong and the weak * type of extreme points. It would be interesting to describe that property in terms of the original Banach space alone. A procedure for generating extreme points which have this property but are not strongly extreme was described in [6] .
Proposition 2. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, A a closed subspace of C(X), and E a Banach space. Suppose x 0 ∈ X is a weak peak point and f ∈ A ⊗ $ E is an extreme point in the unit ball of all the duals of even order. Then f (x 0 ) is an extreme point of the unit ball of all the duals of E of even order.
Proof. Since the space A ⊗ $ E * * can be canonically embedded in (A ⊗ $ E) * * [7] we have, for any natural number n A ⊗ $ E (2n) ⊂ (A ⊗ $ E (2n−2) ) * * ⊂ (A ⊗ $ E) (2n) .
If f ∈ A ⊗ $ E is an extreme point of (A ⊗ $ E) (2n+2) then it is a weak * -extreme point of (A ⊗ $ E) (2n) , as it also belongs to A ⊗ $ E (2n) it is a weak * -extreme point of A ⊗ $ E (2n) . Hence by our theorem f (x 0 ) is an extreme point of E (2n) 1
. ¤
The next proposition characterizes strongly extreme points in terms of ultrapowers.
Proposition 3. An element e of a Banach space E is a strongly extreme point of the unit ball E 1 if and only if (e) F is an extreme point of (E F ) 1 .
Proof. If e /
∈ ∂ s e E 1 then there is a sequence {e n } n≥1 ⊂ E 1 with ke ± e n k → 1 and inf n∈N ke n k > 0. Thus k(e) F ± (e n ) F k = 1 and k(e n ) F k 6 = 0 so (e) F is not an extreme point.
If (e) F / ∈ ∂ e (E F ) 1 then there is 0 6 = (e n ) F ∈ (E F ) 1 with 1 = k(e) F ± (e n ) F k = lim F ke ± e n k. Thus for every ε > 0 the set {n ∈ N: ke ± e n k ≤ 1 + ε} is none empty as an element of F . Hence there exists a sequence {k n } such that ke ± e k n k → 1 but ke k n k 9 0 so e is not a strongly extreme point. ¤
